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Introduction
In 2004 I read Synchronicity. I finished the book on Tuesday and talked me into
the workshop that started Sunday in Boston. It felt as if my ‘cubic centimeter of
chance that I needed to grab’ came by. I knew that I had to meet Joseph Jaworski.
Sunday, I found myself back in Boston where I was initiated in the U process by
Joseph and Otto Scharmer. I felt to be part of something larger than myself and at
the same time I had hardly any idea what they were talking about. ‘Social fields,
Presencing, Voices of Cynicism,’ it was all new to me. The quote that I connected
most with, was:
‘Leadership is to sense and actualize emerging realities’
This was something different than the leadership of the nineties where behavior
and competencies were dominant. So we need to sense and be open and feel into
what is needed from us. And there is a reality and evolution that we can connect
to. I started an inquiry process with the coach that I found during the workshop.
He supported me to inquire into ‘Source’ or what he calls ‘Presence.’ If I inquire
deeply in my emotions, go beyond all the reactiveness and the different voices of
judgment, cynicism and fear, I am able to connect to a deeper inner knowing.
That inner knowing guides me to do what I need to do.
But.
It’s hard to listen to that inner voice. To take it as seriously as it needs to be
taken. Often it’s easier to follow the road that you are already travelling. To have
the courage to follow my inner knowing is still a struggle after all these years. It
helps to meditate, sit still, go into nature and to journal on a regular basis.
Colleagues and friends support me in my journey and I am deeply grateful to
them. The books Synchronicity, Presence and Source bring me the understanding
of the journey I am travelling.
Many people share similar experiences. In
this booklet we bring together
experiences of people who attend the
book launch that we are organizing of the
Dutch translation of ‘Source’: ‘Oorsprong’
Have a great read!
Warmest regards,

Hein Dijksterhuis
Overveen, October 3, 2012
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Dear Joe
For me it all started with a meeting of 1 hour with you, Klaus Otto and my dear
friend Jan Willem Kirpestein. I understood that a flight from Amsterdam to
Boston and meeting you would make me “richer” than the cost of flight and
missing two consulting days.
Indeed it did, a year later we met at the Encounter of Worldviews in Putten
which resulted in the startup of The Foundation of Natural Leadership. This
foundation has now taken almost 400 Dutch managers to nature and to their
Inner Knowing. Many thanks for your inspiration and the fundament of the U theory with which I can help my customers to be more succesfull in their
personal, private en professional Live
Kind regards
Aart Bos
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Influence:
`Due to our obsession with the conduct of leaders and the interaction between
leaders and followers, we forget that leadership is essentially about teaching
people to shape the future. There is `leadership` when people are no longer
victims of circumstance but take part in the creation of new circumstances.`
I read this in J. Jaworski`s `Synchronicity` prior to his visit to Almere in 2009.
He had been invited to one of our first meetings in which we talked, for a couple
of hours, about leadership, especially personal leadership. Jaworski`s book, his
visit to Almere and his story enthused me and gave me hope. I really thought:
wouldn`t it be fantastic if we could work according to his vision of leadership in
Almere? This period heralded great changes personally and for our municipal
organization.

It is now 2012 and I can conclude that, as a Management Development
organization, we have continued to progress towards Leadership Development as
regards the municipality, the co-worker and the organization. For this we have
chosen the school of thought that is the basis of the U theory. For us this
principally represents a manner of observing and being receptive; of postponing
preconceived ideas and being in the moment. The new leadership course ( ALT)
spearheads this, a course which we are developing co-creatively. We are not
exactly sure what to expect, so it`s exciting, very exciting. We are training our
colleagues to be the new leaders of an unknown future by means of a programme
of which we only know the vision and intentions and not the definite content. We
are doing that within an organization which mainly functions through the old way
of thought though there are many sparks about to burst into flame.
The realization is beginning to dawn that we cannot solve a complex problem
alone, that each can make their own contribution and that we need each other.
J.Jaworski came to Almere in 2009. This year, 2012, the first group has been
trained according to his school of thought. They are ready to take on the
leadership of the future of Almere. That is what makes me hopeful, what
continues to inspire me.
Aly Cnossen,
Almere/Amsterdam
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turning
the wheel is
or am I
my head towards the sun
its rays light me
and yet I seek
to also befriend
shade
what is this turning that I do
and why cannot
I feel
whether I move the world
or it moves me
and I do not exist
as there is only field
or both
and then I loose
that I can steer
by my control
and only letting
go can make the
space for my intention
the voice of my soul
to call and to hear
turning
the wheel of life
like a leaf turns in the wind
except there is
no turning back

San Diego, 13 april 2011

Anjet van Linge , BUREAU ZEE
luistert, houwt steen, is stil
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De mens is als een boom. De bast is de zichtbare verschijningsvorm. Binnen de bast houdt
zich de duistere kern, de onmeetbare, nog niet gerealiseerde toekomst schuil. Tijdens het
proces van worden veruitwendigt zich de kern geleidelijk. Een gedeelte zal altijd onzichtbaar
blijven. Een belofte, de opdracht om het nog verborgene tot bestaan te brengen.
Ernst Bloch

van Anne Leeflang
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Dear Joseph,
The image I always remember from your book Synchronicity; is the moment that
you allready knew that what you were doing was coming to an end, and that you
created space in time and sight to give room for something new.
Everyday you sat down on a coach by the river, just watching the river and
trusting that something new would come to you. That moment of being
inbetween is a very beautiful and hopeful period although in our society we don’t
value those periods well enough. We don’t like not knowing ....
If you trust the unknown and trust that you will recognize a new opportunity
then you only have to wait for the right moment to make a move ........
The Japanese call this period ma, in our language we don’t have a word for that
in between period. It would be helpful to think of a name and appreciate this
hopefull and important stage of life.
Greetings Ariane Brederode (06-53810710)
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Dear Joseph Jaworski,
I will never forget the story you told about the hurricane and all the self
organization that errupted out of it.
So many people in danger, so many reasons for chaos. And what happened,
everybody, including you, exactly knew what to do. Without meetings or
structured planning you all did a unbelievable job.
This story is about how nature orders the universe. Synchronicity is based in the
same dimension. This is the dimension which fascinates me and you.
Last week my dear friend and collegue Rob van Gijzelen died totally unexpected
by a fatal heart attach. A very special Social Entrepeneur is lost for the world.
Suddenly all relatives, family, friends, collegues knew what to do, including me.
We organized a very honorful goodbye for him. We made also a digital
storyboard/film with pictures of all his ideas, work and live. I cooperated with
people whom I never met before. But we all knew where this was about and
what we had to do. Everybody did only those things that are totally connected to
their soul, talents and the mission we had to accomplish. Beautiful!
2 years ago I met you at ZIN and we agreed to meet. Share our ideas. I spoke with
Susan about it and she was also enthousiastic. We never planned the meeting.
Maybe there is a more natural moment and place where we meet and share our
inspiration.
Anyway, your inspiration is …… more than just inspiration.
Take care,
Arjan ter Linden
All the organizations I
am part of are organized
as a swarm.
Somehow it feels even
natural for me to be part
of 5 organizations at the
same time. In different
roles and with different
purposes, but always me
with my talents.
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Sunshine on my Soul
Summer 2011, I was sitting in front off our tent, with a view on the mountains off Austria.
During that holiday, I red your book “Synchronicity” for the first time, commending by a dear
friend.
It impressed me so much, to be involved by your proces off being a rational top lawer,
growing in a more emotive way of living.
At that moment I was in front off the same process: my tentative first steps on the path of
my soul, instead of the rational, effective en systematic way of life, I used to live
before. Having absolutly no idea which direction this emotional change of course
would go on.
Last year it was like coming out of a tunnel and suddenly seeing a complet new
view. A wonderful opportunity for living in the way that comes much closer to the
person I really am.

Last week, when I red your book for the second time, it opens my hart again, especially part
two. Going over the threshold is so much part of my life at this moment. An exciting
process, what also brings much joy of life en new energy. It feels like coming home.
Dear Mr. Jaworski, thank you so much for sharing your story. Thank you for touching my
soul.
Astrid Koot
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Bas Matthijsen
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Focus your Energy
There is amazing Power in a strong Intention
Beatrijs Verheijen, Turnhout
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Hi, my name is Bert-Jan Kollmer.
At the moment I’m CEO of the Vereniging Openbaar Onderwijs, which is an
organisation that represents the interests of all who are involved with public
education in the netherlands. Boards, management, teachers and especially
parents. Already I work here for one and a half year and it’s fantastic. Three
years ago, when I worked at a famous Dutch university of applied sciences as a
director of the technical faculty, I decided to go looking for a new challenge.
Because so far I had had several positions as leader of educational organisations,
I started to focus on just a similar position in a school organisation. But also I
could imagine to do something completely different than this. I really didn’t
know what then that might be. Then I made the most important decision I could
make at the moment, that is to grant myself to hire a personal coach who could
guide me in this process to come. She made me to make acquaintance once again
with myself – you probably know what kind of questions you should ask yourself
in that situation – and I went back to the
roots of Bert-Jan Kollmer. Why am I
here? What are my goals? What do I like
to do, for example because I’m good at it?
What would I like to do in the future and
what competences would be important
for me to recognize in that still
hypothetical new environment? My
coach suggested me to read a lot of books
which could help me on my quest. So I
read for example Herman Hesse, Erik
Tolle, Peter Senge and Robert Greenleaf. I
decided I’d wanted to become a servant
leader. But where? I also read on her
advice `Synchronicity’ of Joseph Jaworski.
And by this book I was the most touched.
That book had an enormous impact on
me. It made me to look around,
investigate, talk with very interesting
people to make up my mind about what
were the criteria for me to seek when
defining my next position. And only if all was clear to me and I had a good picture
of what was possible I would be able to decide where I would like to work. And
indeed it was like this, I decided where to work and not the other way around.
Even though I didn’t meet Bohr, I did meet all the interesting and worthwhile
people who could help me to make up my mind and make the right choice. I think
that, if I hadn’t read Synchronicity, I couldn’t have kept my nerves from playing
the wrong tune and make me made the wrong decision as I had made in former
situations and perhaps was going to make once again. So I waited for this
opportunity at the Vereniging Openbaar Onderwijs to pass by and I grabbed it
with both hands and didn’t let go.
Joseph, thanks a lot.
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Christopher Baan
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Dear mister Jaworski, dear Joseph,
It feels like yesterday that I started reading in your wonderful book:
Synchronicity…
It was the first day of 2012 and I was daydreaming about the amazing new year’s
eve party me and my friends joined at the last moment. The theme of the party
was connecting with yourself and your surroundings, saying goodbye with
gratitude to all the things that were no longer part of your life and welcoming the
new adventures and possibilities. And of course there was music, dancing and
celebration!
So there I was, the first of January, sitting on my couch and I decided to start with
your book. It was already waiting for me on the bookshelf. That day I only read
your preface and the introduction but it had a deep impact on me…
That night I had a full color dream and while I was dreaming I knew that I had to
write it down straight after waking up.. the dream was about three different men
who didn’t knew each other or were part of each other’s life. I didn’t knew them
either: they were just three men in my dream. During the dream I saw random
moments of their lives, seemingly unimportant, but very clear close up’s of daily
events. While the dream unfold itself to me I realized that it showed me how
these ‘unimportant’ events in that moment, turned out to be life-changing
moments who had a huge influence in the lives of that three men.. I remember
that I woke up with the feeling that universe had shown me one of the most
important lessons.. that you don’t know upfront what cause/event will lead you
to the next and what the impact will be.. only afterwards you can ‘see’ clearly
how your life is changed. They only thing you can/must do is be present in every
moment and open towards everything, so that your life can unfold itself.
After writing down my dream I ‘digged in’ your book and enjoyed every page of
it. There was a lot of recognition, inspiration and encouragement for me in your
book. Funny how you remember things that really caught your attention.. to me
the introduction you’ve chosen for chapter 13 “Synchronicity: the cubic
centimeter if change” from Carlos Casteneda is really inspiring.. It just feels so
true! Thank you for sharing you inspiration and knowledge with us! Your book
has inspired me to start reading Theory U: Leading from the Future as It
Emerges and I’m joining the course with Otto Scharmer and his colleagues in
Cape Cod this October.
I’m really looking forward to the 10th of October when I got to meet you in
Amsterdam!
With love,
Ciska Pouw
ciskapouw@hotmail.com
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It was spectacular what a week in the wilderness did to me in 2006.
Not only there, but even now, years later, I still benefit from this experience
every day. The week in 2006 touched me so deeply that I wanted others to have
the same opportunity. Now in 2012 over 30 people have joined me, in the
facilitator role of the Foundation of Natural Leadership(FNL), in the past years to
the wilderness of South Africa. Every single person has a similar experience; “the
best week of my life”, “a life changing experience” are just two of the very
positive reflections. On top of this we have organized for the past 6 years
lectures and workshops in the Netherlands with Ian Read, one of the guides of
the Wilderness Leadership School in Durban. All of the above was made possible
because of the fantastic work of Joe Jaworski who was key in developing this
very successful program and who still supports the FNL.
Co Berendsen,
Partner Boer&Croon

Dear Joseph,
Synchronicity and Presence: Thank you for sharing these personal documents with us.
Books from the heart for the heart. Let's continue and see what happens...
Gerard J. Koning
Haren (Gr)
The Netherlands
konger@ziggo.nl
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Synchronicity by Joseph Jaworski
I got this book as a present, just after it was distributed in the USA.
There was not even a Dutch translation at that time.
I started to read and read and read and I could not stop. I read
something, I then figured, where I was looking for during a large
number of years in my life.
Jaworski’s own story had such an impact on me that I then applied
his philosophy in my life and I never stopped doing that.
I did not only drastically change my life but it also offered me a total
new perspective on life.
Synchronicity is everywhere and always and once you start to see
that and to apply you will be able to come in balance with life and
yourself.
The picture that symbolizes this all for me is the one with the angel
raising the following question to me:
“What is the answer on the question of unavoidability, on the secret
of faith?
Daan Fousert, Opijnen, Netherlands
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Joseph Jaworski came into my life when I read his book Synchronicity.
Maybe even before that moment I treated myself regularly on one of the
interviews from the series: http://www.presencing.com/presencing/dol.
Especially the interview with master Nan Huai-Chin by Claus Otto
Scharmer I read several times. But there are many wonderful pieces of
interview art around there. What these interviews meant for me then is
what in these days I use the TED talks for: food for inspiration and
reflection.
I believe it says in the interview with Master Nan that he made 'a Ushaped movement with his hands'. I believe that that was one of the
origins of the later so famous U-model.
Of course I have also been thrilled about the stories on solo trips into
nature and then sharing the experience. All having to do with opening up
to the moment. The element of 'flow' also peeps around the corner here
and I try to make this part of my life as much as possible. Enjoying the
energy it generates in me and helps me to contribute my best to this
world.
Jaworski's meeting with David Bohm is of course already a classic of
working with intuition and flow. This case being extra special because it
concerned Bohm himself a major physics thinker of our era.
I am very much looking forward to meeting mr. Jaworski and getting an
impression of his ideas about how to make societies, organizations and
individuals to be there very best. Leadership here being part of the whole
and not a separate (elite) entity.
Best regards
Daan Putman Cramer

Joe's book Synchronicity made me trust. Trust the universe or the zero point
field. One day I had to give a talk about cervical cancer and I couldn't quite get
the whole thing together after reading and preparing for days. I had 5 minutes
left before I had to go; usually I am super prepared but this time I wasn't. I just
let go and thought: TRUST. Trust the unfolding of the universe.....
Let me tell you I was never more relaxed, and the whole talk was more ok and I
was more PRESENT than I have ever been.
Thank you for helping me change my mindset!
Hedda van Ravenswaay Claasen
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Barefoot walking through the woods during a retreat at a monastery in Holland. The retreat
was in silence and we lived a week obeying to the Fransiscaner rule. It means that all the
activities you carry out you do with full attention to that activity. You work in silence and
with full attention, eat, rest and walk, all in silence.
After a day’s work, I choose to walk barefoot to have a better contact with nature and be
attentive to my walking. I walked and found a great spot to rest and read Source. I first had
read I am back with love from Hein which I had recommended to my fellow retreaters.
Source touched me because my quest in this retreat was to stand for my vocation, my
mission in the world and Source handed me strength. In Synchronicity, which I read after my
retreat I was moved by the story how he met his wife. I have had a similar experience and
have married this wonderful woman a month ago!

Egbert Veen
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Meeting with Jaworski’s Synchronicity in 2010 meant for me:

NOTHING as in ….
ALL THE PIECES FALL IN THE RIGHT PLACES as in ….
IT’S ALL SAID AND THE WORDS AND FEELINGS THAT AREN’T SPOKEN
OUT LOUD ARE THERE TOO as in ….
ALL-EMBRACING as in ….
EVERYTHING……
Elise Verberg / Verberg@bedrijfsmotivaties.
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“The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a
faithful servant. We have created a society that honors the
servant and has forgotten the gift.” A. Einstein

Working with you in your workshop and reading your books has brought us the
insight, courage, and power to develop ourselves and our work further. You
helped us understand Einstein’s quote by showing it in your ‘being’.
Working with you resulted concrete in: Qigong and mediation practice in our life,
loving nature even more, a Dutch book about the U process titled
'Organisatieontwikkeling met Theorie U', a community for balance in feminine
and masculine qualities in organisations, lots of good encounters with other
people. Thank you for all that. You are an example to us.
Eva Beerends en Esther de Haan
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Dear Jo,
Ten years ago I met you for the first time during the World Encounter conference at Putten.
The real encounter was some months later, when I read “Synchronicity”. The best book on
Leadership I have ever read!
Over the years, I have handed out more than 100 copies of this book to my coaching cliënts
in the Netherlands. They all loved it.
In 2002 during that conference we talked about the value of wilderness trails for leaders.
Since then I have accompanied many executives and managers on my 14 FNL trails in South
Africa. For me and for them an incredible experience!
I am looking forward to meeting you again on 10th October in Amsterdam and to enjoying
your inspiration!
Warm regards,
Fons Driessen
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Dear Joseph,
By writing this letter I want to express to you my deep gratitude for what you gave me
through your books. Reading 'Synchronicity' in 2007 was like making a new start in
my search for answers for my life and work. Your very personal story struck me, it
awakened me and it set me on a new track, the track of ME, my own track, my will,
my desires, ambitions and my way of living.Isn't that the most precious thing you can
get from someone?I got it from you!
I work as a consultant in the public sector for several departments of the Dutch
government and public oriented organizations. In Holland we have the so called
'Poldermodel', in which different stakeholders in fundamental questions concerning
the future of society, etc. meet each other and try to find a common ground in order to
get the right answers, or at least clues to new answers, which will last and build trust
between groups in society. In the last years this trust has been damaged severely. As a
result there have risen high walls between people who live in the same city,
neighborhood, street, in families. People are disoriented, confused. There is a lot of
disconnectedness in our society.
For that reason my organization Cercis initializes dialogues, in order to speak and to
listen together, to practice competences, to be inspiring and to inspire people in
finding new ways of living together and solving problems.I think it is by this that
people can experience to be leaders (again), especially to themselves and in
responsibility to others.
You were in the last years as a lighthouse to me. Your books will inspire me to go on
with what I see as a very delicate and valuable vocation, to connect people in finding
ways tot the future of our society.Thank you so much for what you brought to me.
God bless you and those who love you.
Greetje Willemsma(Consultant at Cercis, The Hague Holland)
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The origin of the book Kristallen van Samenwerken (Cristals of cooperation)
Two books were laying since weeks on the table. Finally, on a sunday morning I
took one and started to read: Synchronicity of Joseph Jaworski. The book gave me
goose bumps. It inspired me at that moment to improve a plan that I was just
workin on. Then I read the second book: Presence. What a book! I enjoyed it very
much, especially the two parts of the book: stories and theory. And finally, when
I came to the U-model, I knew: ‘This is it!’ In my work I experimented with the Umodel, with beautiful results. Because of this as a complete managementteam we
joined a two-day workshop with Joe and Betty Sue Flowers at Nyenrode
University. What a beautiful experience! And what an energy developed! I
decided to use the U-model more.
A long time I played with the thought of writing a book about my own
experiences with cooperation. I was so inspired by Presence, that I wanted to
write a book with a mix of stories about cooperation, a dialogue about what
cooperation really is, sustained by theory. I experienced synchronicities in
inviting 3 other people for a co-production in writing a book about cooperation.
They agreed.
We came together regularly, using the U-proces, again inspired bij Presence and
Theory U from Otto Scharmer. Slowly but surely the book grew and became
visible.
It was not an easy process, we experienced how cooperation in an intimate
subject, so close to our hearts, really works: with many emotions. Finally, the
book was written by three writers. And we decided to publish. We found an
interested publisher in Garant publishers.

www.kristallenvansamenwerken.nl

Guus Scholten
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This can not be a coincidence.
I'm walking in the Witte de With street in Rotterdam,
searching a natural stone for a dialogue workshop, I go into the shop Mystic.
I can not find a good stone. Disappointed, I look around a bit.
My attention is drawn to a DVD rack.
I recognize a title: Jonathan Livingston Seagull.
Immediately I think of the book 'Synchronicity' I have read last summer after the
death of my brother. The book has strengthened my faith that focus and attention
helps to stay on track and go for a more shiny future and considerate
world. Meanwhile various resources and helpers will emerge on your path. For me it
was an inspiring hopeful book.
If naturally I abolish the DVD and go straight home.
For one hour and a half I watched, touched by the story of the brave seagull who
was separate from the group and find his own way to enter a higher consciousness
and meet more gulls like him.
Synchronicity in a nutshell.
Rotterdam, October 2012
Ingrid Arendonk
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The book synchronicity has changed my life.
Looking in inside this was the spark that got things moving. I was triggered by the book. It
felt like I was walking on a similar path. I started asking my authentic self questions about
what I wanted in life. I got fascinated by this search and the personal growth it gave
me….and still is giving me. It is like a whole world is opening up that I wasn’t aware of
before.
Now 7 years later my life looks different. I found my passion and my purpose in life and I
have begun to make small steps in the realization of it. I started my own company as a
corporate change agent. This means as much as facilitating the desired change in companies
as well as with individuals. I believe in the presence of the purpose of life in everybody's
life…..it just needs to be awakened. My purpose is to help myself and others to facilitate the
awakening as much as I can.
I’m grateful for this. Grateful for the growth I experience as a person. At times beautiful and
at times no fun at all and not easy. I’m learning to except my feelings without judging them.
This is powerful.
So looking back this is what Joseph Jaworski started in me by having written Synchronicity.
Thank you for that!!!

Hidde van der Pol
Corporate Change Agent
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Marianne Kieft en Pierre Emanuel
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Dear Joseph,
Years ago something has wakened me up when I was reading ‘Synchronicity’. A
month later during a sailing holiday in a beautiful Croatian Natural Park of more than
200 isle, I'd been reading ’Presence’. After each chapter I read, I put the book aside,
gaze over the water to all the isles and let the meaning of what I just had read, soak
into every nerve cell of my body.
During that time I was working as a Business Unit Manager at a large international
company. A couple of months later, at one day I suddenly felt completely sure about
I had to do. I called my boss and told him I would quit my job immediately. At that
moment I didn’t know what my future would be look like. I decided to let go all my
(financial) certainties and to follow my passion, which was awakening. I knew, I had
to do something completely different.
The next day after that phone call, I saw on the internet, that you were about to come
to Nyenrode. What a coincidence or maybe synchronicity. Your lecture was very
impressive. The way you gave a warm welcome to each participant at the doorway.
The meaningful silences between each sentence you spoke. All of your words were
resonating with me. You spoke from your heart. During the lecture you told us about
your nature experience in Baha. During the break everybody was impressed about
your profound authentic personal story. "Is this also possible in the Netherlands?" I
asked during the break. "Yes, we have the Foundation of Natural Leadership"
someone replied. What a coincidence or ....
A few months later I went on my first Wilderness Leadership Transformation
Program( see picture). A nature quest, which became a life changing experience to
me. When I went into the wilderness my core intention was: "RECONNECTING TO
MY SELF AND TO NATURE" That had happened to me profoundly!!
I’ve founded my own company: "Leading Transformations". The name of this
company explains my mission and is based on this story.
The last years I’ve attended a couple of
your workshops, had a one hour phone
conversation with you and read your latest
book as soon as it was published in the
USA. When reading the English version, I
still feel the place where these words are
coming from.

Dear Joseph, from the deepest of my heart: ”Thank you for all your work and who
you are”. I’m very inspired by you and take your work into my work. Hopefully it will
emerge into the best possible future to all of us. All living species on earth. –
Johan de Kleine (johan@leadingtranformations.com
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Dear Joseph,

Having studied David Bohme and his vision on wholeness in my early twenties during my
master in biology, i was so happy to pick up this lost trail some 30 years later, when reading
your latest books. This after long adventurous and personal challenging paths in my private
and working life in the Dutch flatlands as well in high mountain and polar areas, when
guiding people over the planet.
The recite of your encounter in Baja with the whale somehow reappeared in my lifetime
when staying in an abandoned mountain hut in early autumn, when first but heavy snowfall
was blurring the air and covering the ground. The snow obstructed the climb to the high
mountain top i had been dreaming of for some time.
Then, being all alone in this cabin on the French-Italian border, i was standing in the
doorpost, looking at the snow calmly falling down – there was no wind, no sound, no sight.
Quietness. Things coming to a still. A day of no activities no mountain climbing and only
quietness lay ahead of me. I accepted to ‘’go into it’’.
Some minutes, hours? later, in the corner of my eye i noticed a dark silhouette, what turned
out to be a female mountain fox. I did not feel any urge to move, grab a camera, or influence
the situation, i maintained my silent ‘’presence’’. The animal approached, not seeming to
notice me, a human creature, at all. At the moment she made the two steps to the front
door and touched my left lower leg, i bent my head, the fox lifted her head and we looked
each other right in the eyes. This may have taken some time.
Then, the fox retreated a few meters, calmly, still connecting and gazing right into my eyes,
and then she made a second approach, now passing through my legs, while standing a foot
apart. I felt her thick fur when she gently touched both sides of my legs. The fox made a slow
reconnaissance tour in the small cabin, then looked at me again – still being very quiet in the
doorpost, and then wandered off.
The fox disappeared in the snow flurries and between the snow covered rocks.
It left me with great joy and a deep feeling of connection.
The seemingly emptiness of that lost climbing day was filled with a big smile and sense of
presence and being there.
This experience strongly resonated a few years later when reading your books.
And thus feeling connected - not only to this errant fox, but also to and being part of the
things and wholeness you so vividly write about.
Thank you for transmitting and connecting.
And bringing all these domains of insights and experiences ‘’to the valley and the people’’.
John van Giels
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- Happiness is only real when shared - Alexander Supertramp.
The people in the picture are the ones I shared happiness with in the last 6
months. In our shared vision, we thought of organizing an international summer
school to address leadership qualities in medical students throughout the world.
The thought became reality, the idea emerged into what is now a worldwide
network of medical students looking for like-minded people who share their
values of compassion, care and potential. Your book Synchronicity has helped me
as a team member to be aware of the possibilities for our summer school that
were under our noses and ready to be picked out, and personally as an
acknowledgement that everything happens with a reason; the only thing
important is what you do with it. More than thanking you for making the
decisions in your life and writing these new books, I'd like to encourage you to
keep on doing what you are doing now: Travelling to inspire people like me and
my team members to look beyond the direct reality and start living with all your
senses. Now there's a lot more people to inspire, especially in the field of
healthcare, so I hope to one day sit with you and talk about other crystallizations
of our vision. I think you could attribute valuable insights and idea's.
Warm regards,
Jorrit De Vries, Medical Student and Healthcare Leadership Summerschool Team
member. (www.healthlss.com)
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While on vacation in a tiny little village called Putre (northern
Chili), I started reading your book 'Synchronicity: the inner path o
leadership'. Like fate, that moment my own journey started.
A new fase, with time for reflection and having a good look in the
mirror.
Thank you for that.
Judite Soares
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Dear Joseph
my first encounter with your work was in a retreat 2007, when i read the
incredible book "Presence". Your vision quest in new-Mexico inspired me to go
on a similar journey. Your book "synchronicity" gives me the trust and
perseverance, to focus my work on leaders who are at the threshold of the new
consciousness, you are describing.
Thank you for this!
Marc Wethmar, od- and leadership consultant
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Synchronicity
That first spark
When I was around 16 years old I was struggling with some questions. Why do we do what we do?
Why do we do it the way we do it? And when everything is indicating that we are doing it wrongly
why is it so hard to change? I felt very strongly that a lot of the systems around me were
counterproductive and inefficient. So I went to one of the wisest people I knew, my father, and asked
him for his opinion. Together with his thoughts he gave me a book. Your book, Synchronicity. It was the
first edition hardcover. The dust jacket had been lost and there were coffee stains al over it. I sat down
in my room and started to read. As I read the first three pages something happened within me, to words
were deeply resonating with my core and I couldn’t put the book away. That night I finished the book. I
couldn’t sleep. There was so much energy moving through me. I didn’t know what it was, but it felt
very right. It settled some of the disturbance in my mind and provided insights never seen before. It
gave rise to a new level of conversations with my father, who is familiar with your work and works
with the 5 disciplines. It planted a seed in my mind which has been growing ever since. Now 6 years
later I’m about to start my clerkships at the university hospital, but in my spare time I’m reading your
books, Peter Senge, Otto Scharmer, Jeremy Rifkin, Adam Kahane, Marcus Aurelius, Chris Argyris,
David Bohm, Joseph Campbell and Paolo Coelho. Sometimes people ask me why I read these books and
the only thing I can think of is that it feels right and that it gives me a language for what is in my heart.
Some weeks ago is was asked to describe what i wanted from life in three words. Truth, Purity and
Contribution is what I felt. I think that what your book allowed me to do is in some form trust life. To
have faith that when you decide to go for something with your whole being, hands wil reach out from
the most unexpected places to help you walk your path.
I guess the firewood was there already, but Synchronicity was for me the first spark that lit the fire in
my heart that has been burning ever since.
Thank you for this and I’m deeply honored to be able to attend your meeting in Amsterdam on the 11th
October!
Kors de Gooijer
k.degooijer@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
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Meeting a friend
In 2000, ‘Synchronicity, the inner path of leadership’ was on the list of books I had
to read for a post academic course in change management. Immediately, I
noticed that it was a book different from the other books on my list: the picture
on the cover, the narrative structure inside.
Though I couldn’t yet quite understand all the words in the introduction of Peter
Senge, I was captured by the experiences of Joseph Jaworski from his very first
words. In that time, I had just quit my job as a manager of a Public Relations
Consultancy firm. And I was doubting about what to do next.
Some years earlier, I had already made some decisive personal steps: divorce
and starting a new life in another town. Now apparently, it was time to open up
for a new reality in my professional life. And I felt pretty insecure and doubtful
about it. The people I used to work with, didn’t understand what was happening
to me. I felt torned between a familiar old way of working I didn’t like any more
and a desire for something vague and new I couldn’t make clear yet.
For me the reading of Synchronicity was like meeting a good friend with whom I
could share experiences and feelings. Though I hadn’t had all the experiences
Joseph describes, there were so many words in his book that resonated deeply in
me. Synchronicity gave me direction to trust my path.
In 2004 I started my coaching agency under the name of Odissea, a name based
on the Greek myth of Odyssey. It is my mission to support people in their inner
work / personal leadership as a condition for leadership in organizations. And it
means that my odyssey continues to unfold.
drs Margreet van Persie, The Netherlands
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Bilthoven, 3 October 2012
Dear Joseph,
Your book Synchronicity was given to me in 2008 by a dear friend of mine. The year
2008 was a very hectic year for me, both career wise as well as in my personal life.
While reading your book, I knew deep inside of me that there was great wisdom and
truth in your words. It gave me a lot of insights and helped me to commit to my mission
of becoming a judge. And I experienced synchronicity in amazing ways along the road to
get there!
Your book also taught me to be more patient and wait for the right opportunity to
surface.
I thank you for contributing in such a positive way to my life.
Kind regards,

Marianne Belt
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Your book gives me hope, joy and faith. It gives me the same feeling as watching
a sunset on Texel.
Thank you with all my heart,
Marieke Galesloot
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Dear Joseph,
I was asked to give a short impression of what you and/or your book(s) have
meant to me, written in English and if possible with a matching photograph.
So I thought, where do I start because reading ‘Synchronicity’ in particular did
make quite an impression on me when I read it in the beginning of 2010 shortly
after my father died. Still, it’s hard to give words to a mostly inner process. I
guess a part of what I experienced had to do with recognition of what I read. The
other part had to do with giving myself (while reading) permission to explore
walking a different path. One that I could call my own. After some more soul
searching this resulted in quitting my job, becoming a social entrepreneur and
giving your book to loads of people.
Two years later I know that searching -though sometimes unpleasant- is part of
who I am and the only thing I have to do is trust that my path will unfold while
walking it.
I’m happy to join you on the workshop ‘Living and Working from Source’ on 11
October 2012 and meet you and other people inspired by Presence,
Synchronicity and Source and experience what we can bring about together.
Warm Regards,
Mariska van Leeuwen
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Dear Mr Jaworski,
Such a small question, what a deep feeling. that is my first reaction. Your book
makes me realize that WE ARE MOVING as a whole, we are on our way, letting go
fear, habits, unawareness, judgments. Replacing it with connectivity, being,
seeing, sensing, presencing. We are not alone, it gives confidence, being on this
way is where we have to be, I want to be. It less bothers me that I am still alone
with this in quit some settings. Great to read how big companies are on their
way. The word Confidence fits for what your book gave me.
And there is another thing: being more Brave: feeling more freedom te speak
about another way of seeing, of organizing, of being. Feeling more freedom to
change the way I/ we do things, and to Be with what there really is, from the
heart.
This picture shows for me the upcoming ways of being, seeing, how you (and
others like Scharmer, Senge) describe. Everything is already there, with the light
getting on to it, everything gets color, we see the movement, we see and feel all
connected. And what we see is great, what motivates to continue, to confide, to
feel free to follow what there really is and give it space.
Thanks for sharing, and I am very much looking forward to also experience your
energy on 10 October!
Warm regards,
Marjanke de Cock
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THE PROCESS OF CREATING
The artist is searching
for a world between the light and the dark,
his pencil tenderly caressing the paper, merely touching it,
while all strength is concentrated,
somewhere, between heart and stomach.
There are no lines in reality,
nor differences between good and better,
only senses and mind create them,
changing vision into thoughts
and dividing one from another.
But the artist is transforming,
this world as it seems,
while dying while being what he’s doing,
and when image and imagination meet
magic is liberated from appearances.

For
Joseph Jaworski,
Thank you for
your creative
contribution to
this wonderful
process of
Life as an ART!

With each new sheet of paper,
each new stroke of grey,
his quest goes on and on,
this struggle to be born,
over and over again.
Until that point of no return is reached,
when eyes meet eyes
without thought or fear
and every distance is connected,
while wholeness illuminates every separated part.
Marjo Korrel
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Reading the books 'Synchronicity' and 'Source', was like coming home. It all feels
so familiar to me, connecting to an inner kind of knowing. We all have so much
hidden power, if we only dare to connect to our true source, and to each other.
It's also very inspiring to read how many people around the world are bringing
this 'flame' alive and are spreading its light. Therefore I also choose to share one
of my own paintings, which is entitled 'Trust', which I think is also a very
important gift these books brought to me, and I think to many others too.
Trust, needed to walk my path of life, to make the choices I have to make, doing
the things I have to do, in close contact with other people. You never walk
alone...
Marjolein Doesburg-van Kleffens
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I can write pages on how to interpret the meaning of Joseph Jaworski's books, or
what it has done to me, but in the end it boils down to the simple statement of "It
literally opened my mind". Since reading Synchronicity, and even more since
using it in master classes on Change Management and Leadership, it helped me
to be aware of and receptive to a multitude of impulses, internally and externally,
that have led me on my way to yet an unknown, but forward destination. It also
taught me to be patient, yet alert, that a next step would make itself apparent in
due time. Last but not least it helped me to connect and balance my personal,
professional and communal ambitions.

Kind regards,
Mattijs ten Brink
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Zeist, October 2, 2012
Dear Joseph,
Thank you for sharing the short story of the coal mouse and
the dove, in the closing of your book Synchronicity. It has
helped me to appreciate small efforts, and encouraged me to
believe in things that seemed impossible to achieve: “If I just
work towards it, step by step, maybe I’ll get there.” And
often, that was exactly what happened.
Many thanks for your writings and your inspiration,

Meta Enklaar


“Tell me the weight of a snowflake,” a coal mouse asked a
wild dove.
Nothing more than nothing,” was the answer.
“In that case, I must tell you a marvelous story,” the coal
mouse said.
“I sat on the branch of a fir, close to its trunk, when it began
to snow – not heavily, not in a raging blizzard – no, just like in
a dream, without any wound and without any violence. Since
I did not have anything better to do, I counted the snowflakes
settling on the twigs and needles in my branch. Their number
was exactly 3,714,952. When the 3,714,953rd dropped onto
the branch, nothing more than nothing as you would say –
the branch broke off.
Having said that, the coal-mouse flew away.

The dove, since Noah’s time an authority on the matter,
thought about the story for a while, and finally said to herself,
“Perhaps there is only one person’s voice lacking for peace in
the world.”

Meta Enklaar

Dear Sir Jaworski,
In 2010 I was part of a management development course. The program was partly
aimed at connecting with myself. The book Synchronisity was part of the program and
had impact. It made me more aware to look at the moments of synchronisity. Learn to
trust on them. It also made me more aware of my intuition and feeling when these
moments occur and act on it.
This has resulted in some major changes in my life. From a managerial position within
the banking system, I have chosen for entrepreneurship. In March 2012, I started my
own consultancy firm Future2create. An important book for my philosophy and vision
on change has become Theory U. My mission is to help organizations wonder and from
here help them to create the future together.
I thank you for sharing your thoughts and personal experience into the books you’ve
written. It was a big part of a change that I already felt in my subconscious that became
reality.
Yours Faithfully.
Michiel van der Vlist
Michiel@future2create.nl
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Dear Joe,
Thanks Joe, for your writings, talks and encouragement. For me they were a
great help and encouragement to integrate my intuitive and spiritual
experiences in my work in organisation development. You gave the
arguments, the words and most of all the courage to work from a deeper
layer and the inner knowing of Oneness. It also helps me see where and
how I mentally create boundaries that need not be. And from time to time
they collapse, to give space for a natural and immediate flow of wisdom and
love. Just like that, on an ordinary day at the workplace. Your vision and
approach of leadership is an important guide for me to explore new spaces
and possibilities. And I consider it an extraordinary gift.
Thanks for being here, Peter van Hecke

(participant Zin conference)
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If I were to wish for anything, I should not wish for wealth and power, but for the passionate sense
of the potential, for the eye which, ever young and ardent, sees the possible." - Søren Kierkegaard

Having read ‘Synchronicity. The Inner Path of Leadership’ I now know that the work I have been
doing over the last years can be beautifully described as: Implicare. Unfolding potential. First
(re)connecting people to themselves, to their personal (business)plan and rekindle their
passions. And then, having found the ‘red thread’* in one’s life, connecting it to that of others who
share the same dream, the same concerns, who have funds available or who offer the right place
to re-join. Thus creating as much inclusiveness and positive synergy as possible. Your book
invited me to review my work in a much broader context, to be aware how small interventions
might contribute to a greater good or connection. It gave me the courage to finally ‘jump’ and
start working as an entrepreneur. Thrusting that by keeping an open and loving heart, things
will work out just as they are supposed to be.

Your plea to listen carefully, with discipline and dedication to what our heart and body can
tenderly express and realize, is beautifully described in one of my favourite poems of Herman de
Coninck, that I would like to share with great gratitude in return:

Ballerina
gebaar voor gebaar reikt
ze haar lichaam over aan haar dromen
en telkens wordt ze meer
dan ze al was en telkens reikt ze weer.

(In humble translation: “Gesture for gesture,
she devotes her body to her dreams.
Every time she becomes more than she
already was,
and every time she reaches again”)

Kind regards,
Petra Hiemstra
Den Haag – The Netherlands
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Dear Joseph,
You helped me to transform from a single snowflake into a part of a snowball of
One Million Snowflakes.
For a long time I regarded myself as a single snowflake that landed on a warm
surface: gone before you know it, without making any impact. This feeling
worried me a lot, in particular as a kid. When I was about the age my two
children are now, 6 and 8, I was very saddened by the thought that children were
dying at the other side of the world and that I could not stop that. But then, about
3 years ago, I read your book Synchronicity. For me, this was exactly the right
book at the right time. Especially the beautiful story at the end of the book about
the coal mouse and the wild dove that talk about the weight of a snowflake. That
story made me realize that I might be a single snowflake by myself, but that I
could make impact by linking up with others snowflakes that share my strong
feeling that all children in the world should be able to get an primary education.
As a result of that, short after reading Synchronicity I started an initiative called
One Million Snowflakes. This initiative wants to reach the objective of enabling
1.000 children in developing countries to be receiving education by the year of
2021, by using the power of co-creation. It creates value by linking professionals
all over the world. By linking the knowledge, skills and contacts that every single
professional represents, value is being created in several ways. This value is
converted to cash. This cash is donated to an NGO that spends the money on the
education of children in developing countries.
Please see www.onemillionsnowflakes.org for more information about our
initiative. Since the start of One Million Snowflakes I have been trying to contact
you through your colleague Susan Taylor. You would be my dream key note
speaker for our yearly event at Nyenrode Business University. I am still hoping
that you are willing to support our initiative that way, so I will keep on trying to
reach you!
For now, thanks a lot for the inspiration you have given me. You really changed
my life.
Warm regards,
Petrosjan Damen
p.damen@nyenrode.nl
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17 September 2012
Early summer I went sailing along the west coast of Greenland to get a glimpse of the wondrous white
world of ice. Four weeks in all, much longer than any other previous holiday. But I thought I had earned
it caring so much for my 90-year old mother. Her health was declining and I knew she would need me
even more later in the year. In the bay of the tiny village Umanaaq on the west coast of Greenland I
received the tearful message that my mother died quite suddenly. For us - her 6 children and 15
grandchildren - it was painful; for her it was very fortunate. She passed away sitting upright in her
chair, next to her: a cup of warm coffee and the postcard I had sent her a week before. No way for me,
however, to return in time for her funeral!
The weekend previous to my departure I had taken my mother to the beach and we enjoyed the
panorama, the light, the sea and a jenever! After that visit my brother and I alternatively took her to
the beach another three times. She kept thanking us for the care and love. She probably must have felt
that her time was short.
In Greenland I spent the afternoon after her death on my own; the other 5 people on the boat went
their way. I didn't take anything with me except my mobile, no camera, no binoculars. I walked halfway
around the island and sat on a rock trying to think about my mother. Looking out over a beautiful bay
full of icebergs my thoughts dwindled constantly. After half an hour or so, I said to my mother: "This
doesn't work, I simply cannot concentrate on you. Let's agree on a sign. When it shows, we know we
are thinking of each other. The sign must not be impossible, but should be exceptional. Let's take a
whale." (I had only seen one whale in the previous 10 days.) Well, it was a successful solo: within 10
minutes I heard the noise of a spraying humpback. Some 100 metres away the whale swam for 30
minutes in a straight line, diving under, coming up, spouting 13 times as far as I counted. In the end I
wondered if it had not been two whales; no binoculars, however, to confirm my guess. When I met the
crew some hours later they said: “This is your mother's doing, let's anchor the boat on that side of the
island.” Within a half hour we spotted a group of at least five spouting finfishes - much larger whales
than the humpback – and watched them all evening (daylight all night long!). During the remaining part
of the trip we hardly saw whales again.
You can imagine I was very happy with this mutual goodbye, especially because I couldn't attend the
funeral. In the meantime, my daughter wrote a beautiful email to my friends about my mother’s death,
my relation with my mother, and me in the middle of nowhere in Greenland. As a result I found over
100 condolences in my e-mailbox at the final stop of my journey in Upernavik. And fortunately, the
postponed return flight of Greenland Air allowed me time to read the messages, mourn and reply them
all.
Regien van der Sijp
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Energy-of-Life: Live in the Here+Now with a Dream!

Jaworski has inspired my way of living:
He invited me to live in the Here+Now and be open for the Energy-of-life
that comes through me (as a question? or message!), make my own choice
and move towards to what I love, then act with my dream in mind and let
the Energy-of-life manifestates my dreams.
For now I have tried to catch this in a sketch and my dream is to publish it
in a book.
®ien van der Post

Dear mister Jaworsky
Since I read your book Synchronicity the image of life as a journey never left me. The reality
sometimes is inconceivable. Seeing life as an open ending expedition helps me, travelling at
own risk.
I see that as a guiding principle in my personal as well as in my professional life. What
inspired me was the double task, your book made me clear that I had to deal with: dare to
face the collapsing confines and dare to stay wakeful for the implicit order, that is unfolding. It
is a risk. The way is the roundabout way. In my professional life I try to organize activities not
only in terms of production and control but also in terms of encounter and change. My journey
through life is finding the balance. Your book helps me while on the way.
Rob de Bruine
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Dear mr. Jaworski,
During my life I have joined numerous trainings and read many books on Leadership. No
book has inspired me more than reading Synchronicity last year. Your book has given me a
lot of answers to things happening in my life that I was not able to explain. You have given
this a word: synchronicity. And this is one of the greatest gifts I have received.
Because when you are aware of it's power, a new world is enfolding. Things that I was not
aware of in the past appear to be very clear and seem logical. By trying to understand
something about synchronicity and combining this with the Theory-U it eventually helped to
open up my heart. And now after reading your new book in finding my deeper source... At
this stage I am on a quest to find out what the work is that I still need to do and how my life
until now has contributed to get there. Despite of being uncertain about what the future will
bring I now foster a great trust that whatever the future will bring it is the right thing.
Kindest Regards,
Rienk van der Vaart
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I look for the way
things will turn out
spiraling from a center,
the shape
things will take to come forth in
A.R. Ammons, Poetics in The selected poems

With Synchronicity as well as Source Jaworski brings spirituality into the business context in a
way that is easy to embrace. I am grateful that Jaworksi has had the courage to write both books.
I find it incredibly important that by the content of his books a dialogue is started to really
understand the process of change. It fills me with faith and hope that another way of working and
another way of being is possible and in the long term unavoidable.
On a personal level his books inspire me to follow my own leadership journey. Both
Synchronicity and Source help me to give wordings to a personal transformation process that can
hardly be described. Knowing where I am in the process of the U, daring to remain at the bottom
of the U as long as necessary without forcing any action, is helping me to build my own path in
life while walking. I read his books twice. When I read Synchronicity in 1998 I knew there was
something in it that was important to me. When I re-read it in 2011, after having gone through a
crisis and profound change in my personal live, I had a deeper and innate understanding of
change. It was only then that I really knew this process from inside.
Although Theory U is of great value exactly because of its simplicity, this enormous power of the
model is at the same time its greatest risk. Source shows that only a deep inner understanding of
the process in the bottom of the U will really change the way we live and execute leadership. The
risk with Source is that doing a so-called 'vision quest' now seems to give the answer. I believe
that personal leadership or the leadership that comes from within is a life long journey that
needs connection to the Source, something bigger than you and me, the mystical, as well as a
profound process of grieving and mourning to deal with our own personality. The path to inner
leadership is an ascending and descending process. Especially the last one seems to be the 'road
less travelled'. It is only by doing both that we can connect with the Source from within.
Sandra van der Maarel
www.purechange.nl
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This summer I read the book Synchronicity written by Joseph Jaworski.
It felt like coming home. The two things I have been working on so much, global
economic and environmental issues in my work and personal inner work in my
private life, were so nicely integrated in the work of Joseph. I was astonished. The
things I thought about so often, were there on paper. So well structured. So nicely
formulated. It gave me a lot of energy and inspiration. I immediately read the book
Presence, which gave me the same feeling. I can recommend both books to
everyone! I’m very grateful to Joseph Jaworski that he is willing to share his
experiences with others. He is a great teacher to me.
Sascha van Rooijen
Zeist, the Netherlands

The question and the snowflake.
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Reading Synchronicity brought me a lot. The question to bring this treasure to
halve a page brings me to the main insights. To the main treasure.
Since I red the book Synchronicity my state of awareness changed. I find myself
living in a permanent state of questioning and traveling in my mind, heart and
will. Up and down and crossing the bridges again and again. With only (...) one
desire left. Be the right snowflake in the right time on the right place. Trusting if I
can find true honesty in the quality of questioning, I will be the right snowflake.
The U-question, 'who do I want to become, what is calling me', is answered by
that small poem, coming from a story in the end of the book* that touched me in
the heart so enormously. The direction in my attention changed. I am a
snowflake, which branch wants me? Today? And the next one tomorrow?
Trusting the branch chooses me, I only have to be sensitive.
* the story of Clair Nuer
So... to you, to Joseph Jaworski: Thanks for this gift for life. For being here, the
living, wandering, sharing and writing snowman. You gave me the confidence it
will come together. Just look each other in the eyes and feel the need, feel the
power and feel the love and act in an instant. Build on the capacity of deeper
knowing by learning to ask the good question.
Not always so comfortably as it may sound. I find myself in unknown levels of
discomfort and disturbance, sometimes true pain, even fear. In there the
(inner)knowledge and answers arises. Out off the chaos, into new clearness. And
through all the mixed emotions, I love being there, cocreating an avalanche ....

About the picture, off course it illustrates the story above. And there is the
symbolism in it.

It is about synchronicity of nature. About vulnerability and invincibility. The music in it,
magic!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkGeOWYOFoA&feature=youtube_gd

ata_player
Simoon Franssen
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On Self- Knowledge
Your hearts know in silence the secrets of the days and the nights.
But your ears thirst for the sound of your heart’s knowledge.
You would know in words that which you have always know in thought.
You would touch with your fingers the naked body of your dreams
And it is well you should.
The hidden well-spring of your soul must needs rise and run murmuring to the
sea;
And the treasure of your infinite depths would be revealed to your eyes.
But let there be no scales to weigh your unknown treasure;
And seek not the depths of your knowledge with staff or sounding line.
For self is a sea boundless and measureless.
Say not, “I have found the truth,” but rather, “I have found a truth.”
Say not, “I have found the path of the soul.” Say rather, “I have met the soul
walking upon my path.”
For the soul walks upon all paths.
The soul walks not upon a line, neither does it grow like a reed.
The soul unfolds itself like a lotus of countless petals.

~ Khalil Gibran, The Prophet

Tanya Albus
tanalbus@gmail.com
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Ik heb het genoegen gehad om de inhoud van de boeken Presence en Theorie U te
lezen. Alleen al het in de rust tot me nemen van de inhoud ervan was een
gebeurtenis op zich voor me. Het gaf me veel energie en liet voelen en ervaren dat
het hier om iets wezenlijks ging, om iets dat ertoe doet, om een soort ‘thuis komen’.
Dat kan alleen maar omdat met Joseph, Otto en Peter niet zo zeer
organisatiedeskundigen aan het woord zijn als wel mensen met wetenschap omtrent
de mens.
Mensen die ervan getuigen de durf te hebben hun kwetsbaarheid te laten zien, te
laten zien dat zij op zoek zijn gegaan in plaats van alles te weten, en er niet mee te
koop lopen inmiddels te weten. Te weten in de zin zoals zo prachtig beschreven door
Christian Morgenstern: ‘kan ik het zijn zo kennen dat het zichzelf hervindt’.
Het lezen van de boeken heeft er bij mij toe geleid dat ik:
-

-

in mijn werksituatie (grote organisatie) bewust op zoek ben gegaan naar mensen in
verschillende onderdelen van de organisatie waarvan ik het idee had ermee ‘op
eenzelfde golflengte’ ’te zitten. Met het oogmerk om in verbinding elkaars bezieling te
versterken als bron voor inspiratie voor anderen in de organisatie. In het klein, niets
groots.
Het scheppen van veel ruimte in mijn boekenkast door het wegdoen van veel boeken
die ooit op mijn aandacht konden rekenen maar in deze fase van mijn leven niet meer.
Ben gaan deelnemen aan een leesgroep die de Filosofie van de Vrijheid (Steiner) met
elkaar eigen probeert te maken.

Teun Smulders

De zachte krachten.
De kracht van innerlijk weten
is zeker weten wat klopt met je hart
en wat je nimmer zult vergeten.
De kracht van innerlijk voelen
is van harte voelen en invoelen
wat mensen juist bedoelen.
De kracht van innerlijk denken
is denken met een zuiver hart;
edele gedachten om weg te schenken.
De kracht van innerlijk zijn
is hartverwarmende liefde;
de transformatie van brood en wijn.
Lieke Smulders - van Gestel
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Faith in Company!
Be aware in the Now all there is..and have faith in the movement.

Dear Joseph,
thank you for the inspiration so I see my path every day more and more.
Hope to meet you again,
Wilma Broeseliske
Creative Enthousiastic "owner" (CEO) of Faith in Company
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THE GUEST HOUSE

This being human is a guest house
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they are a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice
meet them at the door laughing and invite them in.
Be grateful for whatever comes
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
Rumi

'Inner State' (Turid Mastenbroek, 2012)
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Inspired
Joe Jaworski's book 'Synchronicity, or the inner path of
leadership' came to me at a moment in time I was not fully
ready for it. Having read it, I put it aside. Years later, I took it up
again and was gripped. So much so, that I enrolled in a seminar
held by Joe and Betty Sue Flowers, his co-author on the book,
which inspired me for two full days. My impressions of this
seminar are enclosed. His book is recommended on my website
(http://renesmits.eu/book-corner/recommended-reading-on-leadership/).

It is the openness to synchronicity and the frankness of the
account of his trajectory through life that move me, and help
me realise the beauty of life, in spite of all that is not beautiful
at all. I credit Joe with giving me sustenance on my own life
path, and am deeply grateful for this.

René Smits
Hoofddorp, Europe, 3 October 2012
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May 23th 2001. An extraordinary encounter with someone I had never met before. Simon.
Successful businessman, adventurer, coach, poet. The challenges he faced during his life were
clearly visible in his eyes. It was “the knowing”, a friend of mine had felt whilst being in
Simon’s presence, which triggered him to arrange this meeting. After our encounter I would
never meet Simon again. My life was at crossroads. Successful career, high mortgage and sole
responsibility for raising my 9 year old daughter and 7 year old autistic son. Toughness and
denial mounting up week by week, keeping up with my own demands and being in control,
where the key’s I thought I needed to face this challenge. I can’t remember the details of our
conversation. Details are irrelevant in the perspective of life changing encounters. Simon
showed me the way to my inner knowledge, by telling me about his own life and introducing
me to that of Joseph Jaworski. Driving home, afterwards,
I felt different. Suddenly I became aware of the clarity of
everything surrounding me; the clouds, trees, birds and
sounds. Behind what used to be my crossroad, appeared
the beginning of a new path - my path. Two weeks later,
on a hot summer’s day, I softly closed the book I just
finished reading, and put it on the garden table next to
me. Synchronicity! I stared in the distance, the sun
beaming brightly on my skin. Irreversible was the change
I felt. I knew. Two years later I had sold the house, quit
my job, and with the profit I could afford a two year
sabbatical. After all these years I finally got to know my
kids, lost many friends and gained new ones, real ones. I
read numerous books, met up with many interesting
people and after my two years sabbatical I found, by
coincidence, the job that belonged to me. When looking
back, I can see those weeks after meeting Simon and
reading Synchronicity, as a turnaround. Since then I've
welcomed coincidences into my life, being aware of them and letting them lead me along the
way. Letting the implicit order of what I've always carried in my heart opening up to me,
which showed me the way to the women I always felt was inside me. Finally I was able to
listen to my inner knowledge and be true to myself. It was not the easiest of paths to take. Fear,
letting go, sleepless nights, staying close to my heart without knowing why, having the guts to
stick to my believes and base difficult decisions on a deep inner knowing. Being a night
traveler, as Buddhist monks call it who, facing their own fear of death, wake all night at a
cemetery. Cold fearlessness had made way for being able to forgive and loving courage. Now I
combine a fulltime job with my own coaching practice. Living my professional life as HR
manager according to the same principals resulted in gaining to slow but profound change in
the company I work for. I'm surrounded by a handful of true friends, dear to my heart. Right
now I'm preparing to losing my father to cancer. As a true night traveler, facing grieve and
heartache with an open heart. Preparing to let him go in peace, helping him to face leaving his
loved ones, who will miss him so dearly. My kids have grown up. Grown up to be loving,
caring and self-supporting human beings. My daughter is making her dream come true by
becoming a nurse in a children’s hospital for cancer. My autistic son as a brilliant game artist.
And me? A proud mother with her own life, still night traveling and extraordinary encounters
still happening to me.
Annemarie Berkhout
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Dear Joseph,
First, thanks for sharing the inner path of leadership you offered in your book
Synchronicity.
I received the English version of the book beginning 2010 from a friend. It was
interesting and I recognized a lot of things as a parallel in my own path.
September 2011 another friend mentioned some things in the book, I didn’t get
from the English version (I’m Dutch, so). A reason for me to read the book’s
Dutch version last year as well.
For me the book is an example and confirmation of what we are willing to reach
inside, outside and around the cooperative (local) bank I work for. It is still a
long path, but step-by-step we get further with the ambition, connected insight,
outside and around the area we work, live and act in.
Several moment and steps in your book I recognize in my own path up to now. Of
course there are steps in my life that are not to compare with yours, but I feel in
some way an alignment.
You described in your book an encounter with an ermine. It learned you
afterwards that the boundaries we ‘create’ in life are imaginary, that we embrace
boundaries in all sorts of ways. It’s so true, like you mentioned as well, that the
interrelatedness of the universe is so powerful and opening the world of
possibilities.
It’s a big, big step to understand this and to feel it. On the other hand it is the
simplest step to take … if you dare. I can only say: “Any doubt, just do it!”
In 2002, together with two friends, we climbed in the area of Chamonix. On the
way down I walked about 500m forwards the others. I walked up in line with a
Capricorn and we had to cross each other’s way. The Capricorn and I stood there
for about 40 seconds, no boundaries around and between us, only we. I was
lucky afterwards that one of my friends made a picture of this moment. I
understood when I read your book
the connection that is so simple &
that makes synchronicity.
Kind regards,
Taco Mennega
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